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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives an analytical business model of the Internet IPv4 and IPv6 protocols ,focussing 
on the business implications of intrinsic technical properties of these protocols .The technical 
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considerations for N.A.T. and content owners. A numerical case is provided which mimics the 
current state of the Internet network and services ,and around which sensitivity analysis can be 
carried out, or such that additional service models can be added. It establishes in the Case the 
relative advantages or disadvantages of IPv4 and IPv6 for each of the three main parties ,i.e. the 
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ACRONYMS 
DHCP : dynamic host configuration protocol  
DiffServ: Differentiated services protocol  
DNS : domain name server 
GGSN: General service node in GPRS and 3G mobile systems 
IP : Internet protocol 
IPDR : IP data record used for billing and measurement 
IPSEC: IP security protocol 
ISP : Internet service provider 
MMS: multimedia messaging service in mobile networks 
MobileIP : mobile IP protocols  
NAT: Network address translation 
QoS : quality of service 
UTRA: universal transmission architecture networks (3G) 
 
 
 
1.INTRODUCTION 
 
Conceived in the mid-1990’s by pioneers and IETF (Internet engineering task force) under the term 
“Next generation Internet protocol” (1)  ,standardized since by IETF (2) , promoted by the IPv6 Forum 
(3) and adopted as part of Release 2 of the third generation mobile standards 3GPP (4), the Internet 
Protocol version 6 ( IPv6) protocol suite (2,5) has been heavily debated and evaluated in technical fora 
.In such technical circles , it has more and more believers and supporters , but also some opponents 
with arguments in the installed bases relying on the older Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) , and in 
migration costs or technical difficulties . However , the debate and analysis regarding the intrinsic 
business benefits of IPv6 in communication services is by and large totally absent, or at best based on 
conjectures from some technical properties and on some market forecasts types of statements . Even 
worse, the situation of such a debate and analysis is about the same in other sectors , such as the 
computer software industry, the consumer electronics industry,and content providers . Actual 
deployment is mapped out e.g. in (6). 
 
The purpose of this paper is to attempt to propose a business characterization of the intrinsic business 
implications of IPv6 , in comparison with the today dominating IPv4 protocol . The point of view is 
that of an enabling evolving technology affecting a wide range of products and services .The 
methodology is analytical, so users can carry out parametric studies for various deployment 
assumptions and scenarios . 
 
These business implications can either be: 
-socio-economic benefits : direct or indirect 
-innovation benefits: affecting existing products and services , or enabling new products and services  
   
with some characteristics falling into the two above categories .Policy implications (7) are beyond the 
scope of this paper , and should rely primarily on the socio-economic and innovation implications . 
Likewise, organizational implications are outside the scope of this paper, although ultimately IPv6 
implications will drive organizational evolution . 
 
Likewise, this paper does not consider higher level routing, flow control ,interaction, streaming , and 
management protocols (1,7,8) with can enhance or reduce specific information flow attributes 
(quantitative or qualitative) . Are only considered the lowest levels of the IP packets ,which set the 
intrinsic traffic ,and thus revenue /cost attributes before transformations .  
 
 
 
 
2. SHORT TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
 
An Internet protocol (IP) is a standard for the structure of information packetized into packets of bits, 
which each have a tag or identifier called an address , and which can be sent, distributed and received 
while supporting end-to-end services with or without communication networks  (5) . When networks 
are used all nodes from source(s)  to destination(s) must be able to packetize the digital information (i.e  
transform larger information files or flows into smaller pieces called packets) ,and to re-assemble the 
packets into meaningful information ,after transmission , switching or routing ,and in all cases with 
management and control.   
 
This Section aims solely at linking this paper with technical work or standards (2,9,10) , through a set 
of technical attributes of IPv6  to be analyzed later in terms of the business implications. As IPv4 is 
assumed here to be the base technology , the technical attributes are those in comparison with the 
technical characteristics of IPv4  
  
The main relative technical attributes of IPv6 versus IPv4 are : 
 
a.Address space : IPv6 uses 128 bit addresses for each packet , creating a virtually infinite number of 
alternative fixed IP addresses (actually approx. 3,4 * 10**38 IP addresses)  ,as opposed to IPv4 which 
uses 32 bit addresses and can only accomodate approximately 4 Billion fixed IP addresses (see Figures 
1,2)  
 
b.Packet payload : an Internet  packet can contain meaningful information chunks (so called payload) 
.The number and size of these has some bounds set by the operating systems , the buffering in systems 
,but by and large we can here make the simplyfying assumption that payload characteristics for the 
same service with IPv4 and IPv6 are similar      . 
 
c.Security : IPv6 comes native with a security protocol called IPSEC v6, whereas IPv4 needs IPSECv4 
to be provisioned specially to have security at packet level ,meaning that there is an overhead for IPv4 
security 
 
d.Mobility (limited to a given piece of information assuming different identities or instances under the 
same control ) : IPv6 comes native with such a mobility feature called MobileIPv6 , whereas IPv4 
needs MobileIPv4 to be provisioned specially to support this type of mobility at packet level , meaning 
that there is an overhead for this type of  IPv4 mobility . Please note that this specific mobility has 
nothing to do with mobility in wireless communication services (8)  .Also MobileIPv6 does not need a 
foreign agent and is free from triangle routing . 
 
e.Autoconfiguration : if information is packetized into IPv6 packets, with the corresponding levels of 
control , then a neighbor discovery feature (care-of-address, and stateless Prefix or Stateful DHCPv6)  
will in principle allow the device carrying these packets to configure itself for a consistent dialogue 
with other devices or software interfaces (9) .The same can be done with IPv4 packets, but with the 
intervention of humans or specific tools and services ,and only for selected information and software 
architectures . 
 
f.Flow label : to each IPv6 packet payload is attached a tag which can be customized or not to enable a 
better quality in the packet flow, or to tag by a price or other class instance (Figure 1)  . This feature 
does not exist natively in IPv4, although part of payload could be used for the same, reducing unique 
information amount carried by the packet. 
 
 
3.BUSINESS VALUES OF IPv6 TECHNICAL ATTRIBUTES 
 
 
For each of the technical attributes surveyed in Section 2 , an economic relation applies , for which a 
limited analytical modeling is given ,with model properties : 
 
3.1 Business model of address space : 
 
The number of IPv4 addresses available is nearly exhausted as legal entities , systems and services 
have established ownership (usually de-facto as opposed to legal) of single or multiple addresses 
(called domains or sub-domains) .Many services now, and even more in the future, will require that 
everyone and every device /machine have one or several fixed IP  addresses ,as opposed to the present 
Internet control whereby addresses are assigned to meet temporary situational requirements .The 
dilemma is comparable to the early days of telephony ,where there were party lines with several groups 
of people in the same community sharing the same telephone number ,and where operators put people 
in relation based on their numbers .Likewise, in the so called peer-to-peer concept , anyone or any 
device should be able to communicate directly with any other party without going through a server 
enacting control ,and there too own fixed IP addresses are needed . 
 
The simplest economic model is thus one of a finite resource (IP address space) being exhausted by a 
flow of use with exponentially increasing value of the residual resource items ,i.e. the individual IP 
addresses: 
 
(Value (Address) (n+1)-Value (Address) (n))/Value(Address(n))= kValAddress / 
(AddressCapacity- n)          
         (Eq.1)    
 
 
where : 
-n is address number, initiallized with Internet network service’s first use 
-AdressCapacity is 2**32 in the IPv4 case,and 2**128 in the IPv6 case  
-Value(Address(n)) is the market value of address number n 
-kValAddress is a constant, protocol dependent  
The same variables can have the protocol x=4,6 as argument. 
 
If we assume that: 
- a user will want to migrate to an IPv6 address from an IPv4 address  (assuming the same set of 
services and functionalities available) when say the residual IPv4 address capacity is kExhaust = ¾ 
exhausted, just to ensure service perenity ,  
- -and that address market values  for IPv(4) and IPv(6) are then identical,  , 
 
 then the following relations can be demonstrated by simple approximations owing to orders of 
magnitude in data:  
 
((Val(n+1,6)-Val(n,6))/Val(n,6) = kValAddress(6)/ (AddressCapacity(6) – n(6))          (Eq 2) 
 
Val(n+1,4)/Val(n+1,6) ~1+(kValAddress(4)/(1-kExhaust)*AddressCapacity(4))           (Eq 3) 
 
This means that tangential address value slope ,at time of predicted address exhaust (set by kExhaust) 
is going to change from a high Val(Address(n,4)) slope to a lower Val(Address(n,6)) slope ,as IPv6 has 
at that time much larger residual capacity.  
 
 
 
3.2 Business model of Packet payload 
 
Assuming that the same network infrastructure ,control and management can handle IPv4 and IPv6 
payloads, e.g. by the technique called tunnelling (2,5)  whereby the packets obeying to one protocol are 
shuffled as payload inside the payload of another protocol , the handling cost of a packet (totally 
disconnected from the information/knowledge value it represents) should be such that the same 
information service should have the same handling cost although the number of packets (each with 
their respective overheads) can change,and that transmission capacity is assumed unlimited  : 
 
N(4)*Payload(4)) = N(6)*Payload(6)                           (Eq 4) 
 
where: 
-N(x) is number of packets required by the service completion ,with IPv(x) protocol 
-Header(x) is the header (and equivalent ) size for IPv(x protocol which here is only affecting 
transmission costs ,supposed nil (see Figures 1,2)  
-Payload(x) is the maximum information payload size for IPv(x) protocol 
 
The handling cost for the completion of the same service operating on same content/information , 
should be proportional to the number of packets required ,thus  : 
 
ServiceHandlingCost(x)= PacketHandlingCost x N(x)    (Eq 5) 
 
ServiceHandlingCost(6)/ServiceHandlingCost(4) = Payload(6)/Payload(4)  
        (Eq 6) 
 
 
3.3 Business model of Security 
 
Taking the least favourable case for IPv6 , where it is assumed that the same level of security at IPSEC 
level can be ensured by IPv4 with suitable functional and protocol additions,  assuming furthermore 
that all services will mandate the highest level of security to ensure business transactions and/or 
privacy , and assuming finally that the same costs apply to the DNS and authentification levels , we can 
approximate the IPv4 additions as a decrease  in the Payload(4) value , plus a higher processing cost for 
additional protocols . 
 
Thus : 
 
SecurePayload(6)= Payload (6) 
SecureServiceHandlingCost(6)= Service HandlingCost(6) 
SecurePayload(4)=Payload(4)- SecurityOverhead(4) 
SecureHandlingCost(4) = (1+SecurityProcessing(4))*ServiceHandlingCost(4)      (Eq 7) 
 
and Equation (6) becomes : 
 
SecureHandlingCost(6)/SecureHandlingCost(4)= 
SecurePayload(6)/((1+SecurityProcessing(4))(SecurePayload(4))     
                                                                                 (Eq 8) 
 
3.4.Business model for IP Mobility 
 
If we assume that for said service , users or the end user devices used will mandate the same level of IP 
mobility as defined in Section 2.d   , in view of their ubiquitous access to the service , then we can 
handle the IPv4 disadvantage in the same way as security disadvantage, e.g. with an overhead at 
processing level to run MobileIPv4 and maintain the suitable server information updates .As this 
processing compounds with the security processing overhead : 
 
SecureMobileHandlingCost(6)/ServiceHandlingCost(4) = 
SecurePayload(6)/((1+SecurityProcessing(4))(1+MobilityProcessing(4))(SecurePayload(4))   
                                                                              (Eq 9) 
 
 
3.5.Business model for Autoconfiguration ,and customer support 
 
Neighbor discovery , loading of API’s and of missing data or files for autoconfiguration will exist both 
for IPv6 and IPv4 ,and will ultimately cost set-up time but also imply servicing overheads and user 
support needs (9)  .Ultimately the effect will depend on the software quality and the quality and 
responsiveness of the service or product customer support , while the effect on wasted bandwidth or 
transmission capacity will be hard to model .Also the rarity of software and/or support will affect ease 
of use and the user perception of the quality and flexibility . 
 
One economic way of handling this is by a technology diffusion function ,driving  associated explicit 
or perceived costs : 
 
SetUpAndSupportCosts(x,t) = kSupp(x) Diffusion( n(x),t)      (Eq 10) 
 
where : 
 
-Diffusion(n(x),t) is the diffusion curve over time , driven by n(x) number of fixed addresses for IPv(x) 
protocol at time t ;this diffusion is within reachable customer base for a given operator ;unit is in users 
over time each with their fixed IP address n(x) 
-kSupp(x) is a constant, where it is reasonable to believe that for same address diffusion level n(x) , the 
relative costs for IPv6 are less than for IPv4 , thus kSupp(6) < kSupp(4) ;unit is set up and support cost 
per user per session of the specified service 
 
 3.6.Business model for flow label  
 
The use of the flow label functionality (Figure 1)  ,and of its equivalents ,is to be treated as a revenue 
booster as higher quality of service should allow to charge more for the same (improved) service,and 
likewise a customized tariffing per packet flow (ultimately an individual packet tariff) should boost 
average revenue per payload information bit (see Appendix ) .It must be assumed that infrastructure 
,such as billing or routing , to enable this quality of service or tariffing service diversity, is the same 
,and not significantly larger than for default quality of service and billing/rating  . The average boost is 
obviously service dependent ,and it is not possible here to consider a service usage distribution .The 
difference with the business models above is that this one affects revenue for the service modelled here 
,thus : 
 
ServiceRevenue (x) = kServRev(x)  * N(x) * Payload(x)                  (Eq 11) 
 
  where : 
 
-kServRevBoost(x) is the average revenue per payload bit in a service with quality of service or tariff 
diversity boosters , for IPv(x) protocol ; whereas values for kServRev(4) can only be enhanced with 
higher level processing and routing , higher values for kServRev(6) are achieved natively via the IPv6 
flow label field ,thus kServRev(6)>kServRev(4) 
-ServiceRevenue(x) is average revenue for one normalized service session  using IPv(x) protocol  
 
 
4. INNOVATION EFFECTS FROM IPv6 
 
 
There is a fundamental trend for enterprise, as well as for consumer and for machine-to-machine 
services, that such applications as MMS messaging , e-Commerce, Mobile Business, multimedia 
Content delivery networks , will increase vastly the address usage mandated by one single such service 
as its richness goes up .In parallel and separately the information transmitted for fulfillment of a service 
session will go up especially if marginal bandwidth costs tend to have a very small value . Both 
evolutions rely ultimately upon  innovation at service level as well as at network infrastructure and 
terminals . 
 
We therefore must introduce a Session richness function with will drive the address usage as well as 
the information amount needed. Let Rich(t,x) be the multiplicator of the number of addresses needed 
by a service deployed with IPv(x) protocol  ,and also the multiplicator for the number of packets N(x) 
needed to fulfill a session (assuming the two multiplicators to be identical for reasons of simplicity) 
.Time t is the exogeneous diffusion parameter. There is obviously an upper limit to this Rich(t,x) 
multiplier ,as above some value, the service will change in nature and scope, which is not assumed here 
. Rich(t,x) can also be looked upon as the operator or ISP margin for competing with enhanced features 
for a given service for which tariff is set and fixed due to competitive pressures. 
 
 
 
5. BUSINESS INDICATORS FOR 3  Internet Service parties 
 
In this Section four types of basic business players are considered, each assumed to have a “pure” 
definition, although in practice some real players will have mixed roles.The special case of wireless 
Internet services is touched upon in Section 6, and illustrates this last comment . 
  
5.1.Internet operator or ISP  
 
The net operations revenue to an Internet  service  operator ,within its reachable customer base is ,when 
he does NOT  own the address domain ,  for independence reasons ,are   :  
 
NetRevenue(x,t) = (Rich(t,x)* ServiceRevenue(x)-SecureMobileHandlingCost(x)-
Rich(t,x)*Value(n(x)))*Diffusion(n(x),t)         (Eq 12) 
 
 
5.2.Domain owner 
 
 
The address domain owner (de facto ownership via management and registration , rather than legal 
ownership) is to be measured by the value of his address assets , from the customer base of previously 
mentioned ISP operator  : 
 
DomainAssets(x) =  Value(Address(n,x) x Diffusion(n(x),t)            (Eq 13) 
 
User can retain same domain owner management if he/she switch ISP operators . 
 
5.3.Internet IPv(x) user 
 
We assume here that the Internet user is watching the net real and perceived costs for a  service session  
he is requesting , including support and set-up :  
 
UserServiceCosts(x,t)  = Rich(t,x)*ServiceRevenue(x) + SetUpAndSupportCosts(x,t)       (Eq 14)  
 
 This indicator does not incorporate the propensity nor frequency of accessing these service 
sessions.This is because this model focusses on intrinsic properties and not at market forecasts ; session 
usage can always be added to get total revenues , by a generic Usage(service,t,n) function . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.4.Content owners 
 
Content owners are not directly affected in their content provisioning by the IP protocol issues ,as their 
data anyway must be packetized to reach content receivers ,and content billing must be enabled per 
session,flow,or by subscription . 
However ,they are affected indirectly by the structure of the content based services they may provision 
, in that their needs must be matched by the capabilities in the content delivery networks embodied in 
the Rich(t,x) parameter .Multimedia services mandate more data and more addresses. 
 
 
6.  SPECIAL CASE OF MOBILE IPv6 TRAFFIC 
 
The 3GPP standardization body has decided from its Release 3 in 2001, that all IP traffic in third 
generation services will rely on the IPv6 protocol with controls in the backbone and in the wireless and 
IP access networks (4)  . This leads to the interesting issue of any changes to the above IPv6 
characterization for the parts of the 3G traffic which are based on IPv6, and in particular Mobile 
Internet and Voice-over-IPv6  (thus ignoring conventional voice traffic) . There are many others 
aspects linked to hand-over for physical terminal mobility ,and others (8) . 
 
 
 
Based on the nature of the service (i.e. for example VOIPv6 as opposed to WAP 2.0 traffic ) the 
number of packets and their length in a session will vary. For example for VOIP there is likely to be a 
dominance of bursty short packets .To alleviate waste of spectrum , various packet and header 
compression algorithms have been researched and some have been standardized (4) . Some of these 
algorithms have to be compromized with wireless codec efficiency . 
 
The main resulting changes are that : 
 
-Header (x) and Payload(x) become respectively CompressedMobileHeader (x) and 
CompressedMobilePayload(x),resulting in ServiceMobileRevenue(x) per session  
-PacketHandlingCost (x) becomes a larger MobilePacketHandlingCost(x) to account for the systematic 
packet and header compression ,and decompression tasks  
-N(x) is reduced for the compressed packets ,but not in UTRA networks  
-number of addresses needed when roaming between mobile operators is at least 2 x n(x) as the mobile 
terminals must have an address in each of the home and visited networks,and thus MobileRich(t,x) is 
approximately equal to 2 x Rich (t,x)  
 
 
This results , for the wireless access operator carrying the Mobile IP traffic, in  a net operations revenue  
,within its reachable customer base ,which is   :  
 
NetMobileRevenue(x,t) = (Rich(t,x)* ServiceMobileRevenue(x)-SecureMobileHandlingCost(x)-
MobileRich(t,x)*Value(n(x)))*Diffusion(n(x),t)          (Eq 15) 
 
Where the addresses  n(x) are of course those in the mobile operator’s domain,and which the operator 
thus get the MobileRich(t,x) *Value(n(x)) value from ,and which are explicitely or implicitely payable 
to the mobile operator by the Mobile Internet user (thus increasing the terms in Equation 12)   
 
Further analysis is provided in Section  7 on NAT’s ,and it should be highlighted that due to the shear 
number of mobile service users demanding IP services, there is a risk that some of the largest numbers 
of needed addresses and address  increases   in Equation (1)  will be driven by mobile services. 
 
7. OPERATING COSTS FOR N.A.T’s 
 
Network Address Translation tables (10,11) are systems , used mostly in conjunction with IPv4 
networks ,which allow to set in correspondence a  set of private IP addresses in a closed domain, with 
fixed or dynamic addresses set on the Internet by a server in the backbone. In other words, when 
NAT’s are used, no one knows how many addresses exist and are reachable in total, and furthermore it 
may be very difficult to maintain “always-on” status for the closed domain users unless the NAT 
systems scale up dynamically .2G and 3G wireless  networks esssentially operate under this concept as 
the wireless access network is handled as a closed domain interfacing with the backbone via a system 
called GGSN . 
 
If a network operates on the basis of NAT’s and only of closed domain users: 
-the ISP operator will only have to pay to address domain owner for the dynamically established 
temporary needed addresses in backbone (usually in bulk or by a fixed sum) 
-there are substantial operating costs involved in installing,  reconfiguring and managing NAT’s ,and 
these costs may more than offset the savings from the above mentioned address management 
-user may se problems in lower availability or session set-up and configuration costs for some services 
 
 
 
 
 
8. A CALCULATION CASE 
 
 
The case considered here is pretty much matching the current situation in IP networks , where IPv4  
dominate fixed operators, Internet service providers,and most of  1st and 2nd generation mobile services 
, both in terms of infrastructure but also of billing systems .At the same time, policy warnings have 
been sent out (7,8) ,as well as mobile networks are about to hit the address exhaustion very soon , 
urging a migration which is not evidenced by other than a number of research networks , of support by 
some IT and telecommunication equipment suppliers ,but with no real users (6) . 
 
The technical characteristics are either set in the standards, or linked to state-of-the-art technology ,but 
can be restated or estimated as follows 
 
ATTRIBUTE Value Note 
Header(4) 6*32 bits IPv4 header has variable length 
fields ,some of which are 
optional ;here we assume a 
typical length of 6 * 32 b 
Header (6) 8*32 bits IPv6 options are placed in 
separate extension headers not 
used in general  
Payload (4)  16384 bytes To simplify we assume equal 
payload length ,and a typical 
16k one 
Payload (6) 16384 bytes  
Address capacity (4) 2**32  
Address capacity (6) 2**128  
N(4) 5 Mbyte/Payload(4)=305.175  Assuming a typical multimedia 
service consuming 5 Mbyte 
payload 
N(6) % Mbyte/Payload(6)=305.175 “””””””””””””””””””””” 
PacketHandlingCost(4) Approx  10**(-3) Euro  
PacketHandlingCost(6) Approx  10**(-3) Euro  
SecurityOverhead (4) 30 bytes  
SecurityProcessing (4) 0.15  
MobilityProcessing(4) 0.10  
kSupp(4) 1 Euro Estimated at level of paid 
support costs paid to ISP’s from 
users per session  
kSupp(6) 0.5 Euros Estimated from kSupp(4) 
kServiceRev(4) 10**(-7) Euro Estimated from ISP traffic vs 
revenue ,per byte 
kServiceRev(6) 2*10**(-7) Euro Estimated from kServiceRev(4) 
, per byte 
CompressedMobileHeader(4) 4*32 bits Compression ratio of 2/3 
CompressedMobileHeader(6) 6*32 bits “””””””””””””””””””””””””” 
MobilePacketHandlingCost(4) Approx 5*10**(-3) Euro  
MobilePacketHandlingCost(6) Approx 5*10**(-3) Euro  
MobileRich(t,x)  Expect , due especially to 
3GPP-IP ,WAP Forum,and 
OMA standards, the values to be 
significantly larger than for 
Rich(t,x) 
   
   
 
 
 
8. 1.ISP operator revenue differences 
 
Using the analytical model and data above , we get per session the following revenues  for the ISP 
operator : 
 
NetRevenue(4,t)= (0,5*Rich(4,t)-0,305-Rich(4,t)*Val(n,4))*Dif(n(4),t) 
NetRevenue(6,t)=(1,0*Rich(6,t)-0,24154-Rich(6,t)*Val(n,6))*Dif(n(6),t) 
 
If we make the simplifying assumption ,that , for same level of infrastructure and at the same time t , 
the service “richness” of IPv6  representing its enhancements at service level, for the same service 
concept , to be 2 versus 1 for IPv4 , we get : 
 
NetRevenue(4,t)=(0,195-Val(n,4))*Dif(n(4),t) 
NetRevenue(6,t)=(1,75846-2*Val(n,6))*Dif(n(6),t) 
 
If IPv6 services and addresses are not available, obviously Dif(n(6),t) will be mininal. If however 
migration is offered ,defined as the  free choice of a fixed  IPv6 address or fixed IPv4 address by the 
user (or his proxy, such as mobile operator) ,and if the same service is offered via IPv4 and IPv6 
payloads to end user, then the service access and diffusion curves Dif(n(4),t) and Dif(n(6),t) should be 
identical .A lot of sensitivity analysis can be made here,but Dif(n(x),t) ,it should be stressed, is not to 
be confused with the market based functions Usage(service,t,x) (not used at all in this model) . 
 
If furthermore we assume that approximation Equation 3 is valid  for an address n before exhaust  
where switching is possible , we get : 
 
NetRevenue(6,t)-NetRevenue(4,t)= 1.56346- Val(n,6) (1,5-0,5*(kValAddress(4)/((1-
kExhaust)*AddressCapacity(4))) 
 
or,using initial values in Equation 2 : 
 
NetRevenue(6,t)-NetRevenue(4,t)= 1.56346 –Val(n,6)(1.5-0.5*((Val(1,4)/Val(0,4))-1)/(1-kExhaust))) 
 
This analytical expression shows that for the ISP operator, net revenue with IPv6 for the service is 
intrinsically and systematically higher than for IPv4 , unless the market value of IPv6 adresses is set 
too high and to increase too fast . It also shows that the later the migration is decided (higher values of 
kExhaust) ,the higher the payoff ,as the factor affecting Val(n,6) can even take negative values .The 
expression also shows the legacy effect of past and initial policy in market value of the IPv4 addresses, 
in that too low increases ( if not subsidized market prices) ,or  low market values,  force current IPv6 
address  market values to be low to achieve an overall  revenue gain . Finally , as far as the initial 
constant 1.56346 is concerned, it should be pointed out that this systematic gain is explained by the 
technical attributes  of IPv6 ,most of them accounted for explicitely in this model  ,although sensitivity 
analysis must be done . 
 
  
8.2 ADDRESS DOMAIN OWNER 
 
 
The ratio of domain owner assets is : 
 
DomainAssets(4)/DomainAssets(6) 
=(Value(Address(n,4)/ValueAddress(n,6))*(Diffusion(n(4),t)/Diffusion(n(6),t)) 
 
which under the same assumptions as  in previous calculation Section 8.1 can be approximated at 
address exhaust by : 
 
ValueAddress(n,4)/ValueAddress(n,6)= (1+kValueAddress(4)/((1-kExhaust)*AddressCapacity(4)) / 
                       (1+kValueAddress(6)/(Addresscapacity(6)-n)) 
 
where the denominator can be approximated to 1 due to large value of AddressCapacity(6), thus : 
 
DomainAssets(4)/DomainAssets(6) ~ 1+((ValueAddress(1,4)/ValueAddress(0,4))-1)/(1-kExhaust)) 
 
This can be interpreted by the fact that DomainAssets for IPv4 addresses will always be lower than 
DomainAssets for IPv6 , unless the market value of IPv4 addresses  has always been dropping (which 
is not the case) .It also shows that the fall in DomainAssets is all the larger than the switching decision 
is late ,which explains a stubborn attitude not to switch . 
 
 
8.3. USER COSTS 
 
The user service costs for a service session are : 
 
UserServiceCost(4,t)=(0.5*Rich(t,4)+1))*Diff(n(4),t) 
UserServiceCost(6,t)=(1.0*Rich(t,6)+0.5)*Diff(n(6),t) 
 
which under the same simplyfying assumtions as above in Section 8.1 become very simply : 
 
UserServiceCost(6,t)/UserServiceCost(4,t)= 2.5/1.5 = 1.66 
 
which implies that the total real and perceived user service costs for a session ,albeit enhanced , is 
about 66% higher for IPv6 .If the user would not want the Rich(t,6)=2 value but the same service 
capabilities without enhancements than with IPv4 , he could  get them and  the user service costs would  
then be identical .The reason for this is the fact that larger IPv4 setup and configuration costs are just 
balanced off with higher user payments  to the IPv6 ISP operator . 
 
9. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper provides an analytical model , not to be confused with a forecasting model using  real traffic 
or revenue/cost data .It models the fundamental and intrinsic characteristics of the IPv4 and IPv6 
protocols , to result in performance indicators for ISP and operator net revenues , for address domain 
owner assets ,and for end user costs .All these are analyzed in the context of a single  Internet based 
service session . Special aspects and modifications  for wireles services are provided. 
 
A numerical  business case is given which matches closely the present situation in  Internet services .Of 
course, the analytical  model offers a framework for full sensitivity analysis ,or to add service specific 
characteristics ,as well as other business relation flows between parties to such Internet services . 
 
Nevertheless, the business case provides some interesting conclusions limited to the case, but which 
seem to have wider implications . 
 
The model shows that for the ISP operator, net revenue with IPv6  is intrinsically and systematically 
higher than for IPv4 , unless the market value of IPv6 addresses is set too  high and to increase too fast 
. It also shows that the later the migration is decided  ,the higher the payoff ,as the  factor affecting the 
value of the IPv6 addresses can even turn negative .The model also shows the legacy effect of past and 
initial pricing policy in market value of the IPv4 addresses, in that too low increases (if not subsidized 
market prices) or too low market values ,  force current IPv6 address  market values to be low to 
achieve an overall  revenue gain for IPv6. Finally , it should be pointed out that the steady component 
of the IPv6 net revenue gain ,  is explained by the technical attributes  of IPv6,most of them accounted 
for  explicitely in this model  ,although sensitivity analysis must be done. 
 
 
The model shows that for address domain owners, domain owner assets for IPv4 addresses will always 
be lower than domain owner assets for IPv6 , unless the value of addresses for IPv4 have always been 
dropping previously (which is not the case) .It also shows that the fall in domain assets is all the larger 
than the switching decision is late ,which explains a stubborn attitude not to switch . 
 
The model shows  that the total user service costs for a session ,albeit enhanced , are about 66% higher 
for IPv6 .If the user would not want only the same service capabilities (without enhancements) than 
with IPv4 , he could ,and then the user service costs would be identical .The reason for this is the fact 
that larger IPv4 setup and configuration costs are just balanced off with higher expenses paid to IPv6 
ISP operator . 
 
Ultimately this paper also raises interesting dilemmas : 
-how can IPv4 ISP ‘s, already rather poor,  survive with basic services ? 
-should new regulation be put in place to ensure no de-facto address ownership ,and no possible market 
pricing thereof once and for all ,meaning that both equipment suppliers, incumbent operators and 
regulators each would have to give up something ? 
-should legislation be put in force giving legal address ownership in the hands of end users ? 
-users are bound to pay more for better services ,but can also get differentiated services and tariffs 
,although this is still not exploited fully in protocol standards , billing and business terms (see 
Appendix)  
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APPENDIX: Note on the use of the IPv6 flow label in IPv6 for 
differentiated tariffing 
 
 
The IPv6 standard packet structure , as opposed to the IPv4 packet structure , includes a 20 bit flow 
label field in the packet header .The intended initial use of this label was to allow QoS features of each 
packet ,or for some other use, none of which have yet been standardized by IETF or any other body, 
despite recurrent debates on this issue. 
The debate has been around : 
-overhead involved in tagging packets in flow label at extremities of a connection 
-overhead involved in the flow label field use in transport stage 
-confusion between flow protocols and the flow label itself, as well as confusion with DiffServ 
attributes 
-which QoS features if any to carry in flow label 
-whether intermediate hubs could modify the flow label ,as opposed to only definition at source of 
packets 
-how to encrypt or negate flow label changes on a route 
-effect of the flow label on packet semantics 
-security of tariff base information if this is to be encoded inside flow label 
-tariff base information per packet or per flow  
 
In general attitude seems to be not to standardize the flow label field, but to leave users define it end to 
end with no change en route .This would allow operators the possibility indeed to do packet-by-packet 
tariffing , or flow-by -flow end to end tariffing .The basic concept is here is that whereas IPDRv6 (IP 
data records) give some information of a traffic nature as to an IPv6 packet or flow ,they do not allow 
for anything else than very crude billing and rating by data volume or time ,and mixes of the two .The 
flow label content should rather carry pointers or explicit specific  billing/tariffing information for each 
packet (or flow ,or session , to which it belongs) .It is not enough to have per session specific billing , 
or per flow specific billing , dependent on the specific nature of the packet payload ,although packet 
specific tagging with billing/rating information should be as efficient as possible . 
 
Congestion - ,or delay-based pricing of packets has been extensively researched , not the least in terms 
of convergence of dynamic pricing schemes , initial price estimators ,and heterogeneous networks 
.Pricing for differentiated services , with or without DiffServ protocol ,motivates ISP’s to price 
differently in each domain or subnetwork or VPN ..Fixed budget transmission costs , as often linked to 
prepaid ,mandates the need to price packets differently but also to increment in real time the cumulated 
bill and compare it to budget/account thresholds .Therefore DiffServ alone does not suffice for many 
user specific or service specific charging and rating schemes . 
 
For those operators wanting to make use of the flow label end-to-end for differentiated tariffs, a label 
structure could be : 
-using 8 bits for private binary encoded tariff base code for the packet or flow to which it belongs ; the 
decoding should be at the end points, or at mediation gateways 
-using 4 bits for pointing to public XML tariff data structures information applicable to the packet 
,residing at server site or at value added service provider site 
-leaving 8 of the 20 flow label bits for other uses, especially QoS and security tags 
 
 
 
 
 
Version (4 b)         Traffic class (8 b)          Flow label (20 b) 
Payload length                   Next header                         Hop limit 
Source IP address (128 b) 
Destination IP address (128 b) 
 
Figure 1: IPv6 Header structure 
 
 
Version     IHL      ToS                       Total length 
Identifier                  Flags                               Fragment offset 
Time to live         Protocol                     Header checksum  
Source IP address (32 b) 
Destination IP address (32 b) 
Options + Padding 
Data  
Figure 2: IPv4 Header structure 
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